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While on patrol in the North Atlantic recently, HAI* frigates of the

First Escort Group, under the command of Commander C. Gwinner, D. S. 0. ,D. S. 0,.,

R. N., in H.i/1. S. AFFLECK, destroyed two U-boats.

Contact with the first U-boat was made by HAAS. GORE (Lieutenant J, V.

Reeves-Brown, R. N.), which, in company with other ships of the group carried

out depth charge attacks and forced the enemy to the surface.

H,M* ships then engaged with gunfire obtaining many hits, which shattered

the enemyf s conning tower and removed the after gun*

The U-boat was mortally damaged and listed heavily. Many of the enemy

crew were seen abandoning ship and shortly afterwards the U-boat sank stern-

first.

A few rirntes later, a heavy explosion was heard deep underwater.

Sixteen survivors were picked up and caio prisoners-cf-war.

The second li-boat was forced to the surface by means of depth charge
attacks carried out by H.n. S, AFFLECK, GORE, GOULD and GARLIES (Lieutenant R,

L. Caple,D.S. G. ,R,N.).
H.M. S* AFFLECK closed the enemy at speed end engaged with all guns that

could he brought to bear. Direct hits were obtained on the U-boat and set

the conning tower on fire. The frigate then attacked at close range with

depth charges. One explosion broke the U~boat r s back and the enemy cank.

One survivor was picked up and made prisoner-of-ware

During the course of these actions HAAS* GOULD was sunk, as previously

announced*

ADMIRALTY NOTE: - Pictures available at P.N.A. (Fox)


